
Punching Above Its Weight  

Tiny Singapore 
boasts an out-
sized presence 

and performance 
across a huge 
range of areas. 

L
ee kuan yew, singapore’s legendary 
first prime minister, believed that “an 
island city-state in Southeast Asia could 
not be ordinary if it was to survive.” 
How right he was. Very little about 
modern-day Singapore—which has 

done far better than merely survive—can be 
classified as ordinary. 

Today, it boasts one of the world’s busiest ports 
and one of its best airports. Singapore is among the 
world’s most densely populated countries and one 
of the wealthiest per capita. Singaporeans enjoy 
some of the world’s longest life spans—a Singa-
porean lives, on average, seven years longer than 
an American—while spending less of its economy 
on healthcare than most of its peers. Its education 
system is similarly stellar, while its cleanliness is 

President Barack  
Obama shakes hands 
with Singapore Prime  

Minister Lee Hsien Loong 
at a state dinner  

in Singapore in 2009. 

legendary—chewing gum isn’t sold in Singa-
pore, because of its propensity to wind up as 
litter, particularly on public transportation. 

The list goes on. Singapore topped the Her-
itage Foundation’s 2023 Index of Economic 
Freedom, and before the World Bank discon-

tinued its “Ease of Doing Business” report in 
2020, Singapore routinely ranked first or second 

overall. It finished second in the Global Talent 
Competitiveness Index 2022, and fifth in Transpar-
ency International’s latest Corruption Perceptions 
Index. For more than 20 years, DHL has published 
a Global Connectedness Index that “measures 
globalization based on international flows in four 
domains: trade, capital, information and people.” 
Singapore has never ranked out of the top five.

Its reputation for safety, stability and efficiency 
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has attracted businesses and investors looking to 
build a presence in the region—and, increasingly, 
also Asian companies looking for a stable hub from 
which to attract Western customers and investors. 
As the data on the following pages reveal, capital, 
companies and cargo continue to pour in. 

Singapore “punches above its weight,” Barack 
Obama said while President, alluding to another 
notable feature about Singapore: its size. Singapore 
is smaller than every US state, and is home to 3 mil-
lion fewer people than New York City. Some argue 
that Singapore’s size—or lack thereof—helps drive 
its elite performance, the logic being that many of 
the best-run countries tend to be small. Yet there 
are plenty of poorly run small countries, and Sin-
gapore’s size and location were once seen as a weak-
ness. “By far the smallest country in Southeast 
Asia,” wrote Henry Kissinger, “Singapore seemed 
destined to become a client state of more powerful 
neighbors, if indeed it could preserve its indepen-
dence at all.”

Singapore’s influence is such that it has become 
a benchmark for growth and sound public policy. 
Some Brexiteers hoped that leaving the EU would 
allow the UK to become a “European Singapore.” 
Rwanda’s sustained, unexpected economic growth 
has led some to call it “the Singapore of Africa.” In 
2017 Vox asked: “Is Singapore’s ‘miracle’ healthcare 
system the answer for America?” 

Even some of Singapore’s challenges are world-
leading. It is among the most expensive places to 

FROM  POVERTY TO PROSPERITY IN A GENERATION

Singapore’s improbable 
success has inspired 
vast amounts of analy-
sis. The Economist’s 
pithy summation is a 
good place to begin: “A 
great location, honest 
government and lots 
of foreign trade helped 
transform this tiny 
state into a regional 
powerhouse.” 

The scale of Singa-
pore’s success can be 
glimpsed by comparing 
its trajectory with three 
other countries which, 
in 1965, had similar per 
capita GDP (left).

“The heart of the Sin-
gapore story is actually 
social policy,” Tharman 
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live—with costs rising sharply in 2023, particu-
larly rents. And while Singaporeans are living lon-
ger (see page 60), the country also has one of the 
world’s lowest birth rates. It faces challenges from 
the effects of climate change which are likely to be 
significant for a small, tropical island, yet its geo-
graphic limitations present challenges in pursu-
ing alternative or renewable energy options. The 
country continues to enforce the death penalty 
for a range of violent crimes and drug trafficking, 
and maintains strict controls on political activ-
ity and public gatherings, but it has also repealed 
laws against same-sex relationships and has acted 
to stop discrimination based on sexual preference. 

And then there are geopolitical pressures. Sin-
gapore’s largest trading partner in 2022 was main-
land China; its third-largest was the US. “There is 
no sweet spot to keep both Beijing and Washington 
happy,” a 2021 Foreign Affairs piece argued, “but 
that hasn’t kept Singapore from trying.” Singapore 
continues to make the case that a conflict between 
the US and China would be devastating for the 
world, and that countries don’t want to be forced 
to choose sides. 

As Singapore faces these new challenges, it does 
so guided by a familiar belief. When the country 
celebrated its 50th anniversary, Prime Minister Lee 
Hsien Loong, Lee Kuan Yew’s son, delivered a mes-
sage that would have resonated a half-century ear-
lier: “To survive,” he said to a gathered crowd, “you 
have to be exceptional.” u

Shanmugaratnam said 
in a 2016 interview. 
Shanmugaratnam 
serves as Senior 
Minister in the Cabinet 
and was Singapore’s 
Deputy Prime Minister 
from 2011 to 2019.

In that same 
interview, Shan-
mugaratnam said that 
Singapore’s “secret 
sauce” contained two 
major ingredients: 
public education and 
public housing. The 
latter helped “people 
live together without 
friction, congregate 
and, over time, get to 
celebrate multicultural-
ism,” he said. 

LANDWISE,  
SINGAPORE IS 

ALMOST  
THE SIZE OF  

NEW YORK CITY, 
WITH  3  

MILLION FEWER 
PEOPLE.
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AS A HUB FOR....
SINGAPORE

The TOP 20 ranked FINANCIAL CENTERS:

New York
London
Singapore
Hong Kong
San Francisco
Shanghai
Los Angeles
Beijing
Shenzhen
Paris
 

Fin
an

ce
Singapore was 
Asia’s top finan-
cial center in 
2022, according 
to the Global 
Financial  
Centres Index.  

Travel + Leisure 
calls Singapore 
“the Aviation 
Hub of Asia.” 
More than 125 
airlines fly into 
Singapore, and 
the nation is 
connected by 
air routes to 
more than 170 

What looks like a theme 
park or art installa-
tion is actually part 
of an airport—Jewel 
Changi, “a nature-
themed entertainment 
and retail complex” 
connected by train 
to Changi Airport’s 
passenger terminals, 
opened in 2019.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS in Singapore in 2022
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BILLION DOLLARS—
the amount  
of foreign capital 
flows Singapore 317

attracted in 2021, a 15% growth 
from previous year. 

cities. Its flag-
ship airport, 
Changi, is one 
of the busiest 
in the world—
and one of the 
most beauti-
ful. Skytrax 
ranked it the 
“world’s best.” 
Every ASEAN 
country is a 3.5 
hour flight—or 
shorter—from 
Singapore.
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One of the few assets 
Singapore possessed 
at its independence, 
according to Lee Kuan 
Yew, was “a natural 
world-class harbor 
sited in a strategic 
location astride one 
of the busiest sea 
lanes in the world.” 
That harbor had been 
built by the British 
during their occu-
pation. And the sea 
lane was the Strait 
of Malacca, a major 
route for trade to and 
from Asia. Today,  
Singapore’s port is  
the second-busiest in 
the world. It is also  
the world’s largest 
bunkering port, and 
Asia’s biggest physical 
oil-trading hub.

According to its Maritime and Port Authority, Singapore is linked to 600 ports across 120 countries. Every two to three  
minutes, a ship arrives or departs from Singapore—and at any given moment, the port has roughly 1,000 vessels.  

CONTAINER PORT TRAFFIC
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In addition to being one 
of the world’s busiest 
ports, Singapore is 
working to become one 
of its greenest. In 2023, 
it signed a Memoran-
dum of Understanding 
with the ports of Los 
Angeles and Long 
Beach to establish a 
“green and digital  
shipping corridor.” 

Source: Merchant Marine News, 2022; Wikipedia
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Singapore tied 
with London for 
the most popular 
arbitration seat 
worldwide, accord-
ing to a 2021 survey, 
and it was rated the 
most preferred seat 
for arbitration in the 
Asia-Pacific region. 
In 2022, the Singa-
pore International 
Arbitration Centre 
(SIAC) handled 
cases that originated 
from 65 different 
jurisdictions. Bruns-
wick spoke with 
Gloria Lim (pictured 
below), SIAC’s CEO, 
on page 18, to dive 
into why Singapore, 
of all places, has 
emerged as an  
arbitration hub.

Both Singapore 
and its flagship 
arbitral center, the 
SIAC, have emerged 
as world leaders. 
Above and right, 
shots of the SIAC’s 
headquarters in 
Singapore. 
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Singapore Expands; “LAND FROM SAND”
“Over the past 
two centuries, 
Singapore’s 
land area has 
expanded by a 
whopping 25 
percent—from 
58,150 to 71,910 
hectares (or 578 
to 719 sq km),” 
Lim Tin Seng, an 
author and librar-
ian at the Sin-
gapore National 
Library, wrote 
in 2017. That 
figure has since 
grown, as Singa-
pore continues 
to “reclaim” land 
by adding rocks, 

SG DATA

Singapore
Reclaimed since 1822
Proposed reclamation

For more than 200 years, Singapore has grown  
by reclaiming land from the sea. 

BIGGER BY THE DAY

A GREEN, GROWING ISLAND
One of the most densely populated 
countries in the world and one of the 
most developed—two ingredients you 
wouldn’t expect for one of the world’s 
greenest nations. In 1967, Prime 
Minister Lee Kuan Yew introduced 
the vision for a “Garden City.” It was 
a policy decision based on pragma-
tism, not environmentalism: Green, 
clean spaces improved morale, Lee 
felt, and made people more produc-
tive. That vision expanded from a 
tree-planting program into a govern-
ment-wide approach that influences 
urban planning, building codes and 
public-awareness campaigns. Still, 
the tree planting remains: Between 
2020 and 2030, Singapore aims to 
plant 1 million trees. 

soil and cement 
to water. Iconic 
buildings and 
sites now sit 
on this newly 
created land. 
Singapore isn’t 

unique in this: 
New York’s Bat-
tery Park is built 
on reclaimed 
land, as is the 
Palm Jumeirah 
in Dubai. 

Singapore’s Gardens by the Bay, home to these 
“Supertrees,” sits on reclaimed land. C
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Map source: “Impact of Land Reclamation in Singapore,” NTU Singapore
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Above, Singapore 
in 1962, three years 
before it became an 
independent coun-
try. “We had to work 
against seemingly 
insuperable odds to 

make it from poverty 
to prosperity in three 
decades,” wrote Lee 
Kuan Yew. Singapore’s 
financial district offers 
a glimpse of that 
improbable prosperity. 
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